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	CONTENTS
	1. Introduction
	The review covers developments in contract law over the last two years. The decisions considered come from the New Zealand courts and the courts of other common law jurisdictions with an emphasis on decisions of the higher courts.
	The review covers cases in the following areas – formation of contract, interpretation of contracts, the implication of terms, misrepresentation and misleading and deceptive conduct, penalties and damages. In some areas, the cases follow on from decis...
	Over the course of compiling the review some trends emerged. Perhaps most noteworthy was some inconsistency, in approach and results, in the interpretation of contracts, and an increasing number of misrepresentation cases in which the courts have had ...
	The harder cases in contract law often reflect a tension between the underlying purpose of contract law of providing a predictable, secure framework against which to conduct commercial dealings, and what might be seen as the requirements for a just ou...
	2. Formation of contract
	The objective principles which apply to determine whether the parties have entered into a legally binding contract are well established. There will be a contract where, on an objective consideration of the dealings between the parties they have reache...
	Disputes do arise in this area – most often, perhaps, where no written agreement is entered into by commercial parties and the parties have different recollections of their oral dealings, but also where the parties do not provide clearly for the legal...
	Tower Insurance Limited v Qusol NZ Limited – formation and interpretation – heads of agreement

	In Tower Insurance Limited v Qusol NZ Limited1F  the Court of Appeal dismissed an appeal from a decision by the High Court that a document entitled “Heads of Agreement” was legally binding and on its correct interpretation obliged Tower to offer a con...
	The contractor had sought an assurance from Tower that it would receive work and the Heads of Agreement resulted from commercial negotiations about this. It submitted that the HOA gave rise to an obligation to offer the work to it subject to the excep...
	At trial a representative of the principal accepted that the HOA letter only had significance for the contractor if it was binding and said he was happy for the contractor and its financier to think that it was binding. After a time the contractor’s f...
	Court of Appeal

	The Court of Appeal affirmed the basic objective approach to the question whether the parties had entered into an agreement and that the Court could have regard to the context and purpose of the document in issue and the subsequent conduct of the part...
	On interpretation the Court rejected a submission that the words of the HOA only created a preferred contractor status – the opportunity to undertake the work. It relied on one of the paragraphs of the HOA for this. The Court held that on a reading of...
	Comment

	This decision provides an example of the disputes which can arise in relation to documents whose legal status is not clear. The objective commercial context of the HOA strongly supported the conclusion that it was binding and was intended to give the ...
	Wells v Devani – formation of contract by oral dealings and conduct – UK Supreme Court

	The case of Wells v Devani3F  which reached the UK Supreme Court provides an example of a dispute which arose from oral dealings between a real estate agent and the vendor or a block of flats in London. While the conflict in the evidence about what pa...
	Facts

	The vendor, Mr Wells, had completed the development of a block of flats in Hackney but was having difficulty selling the remaining flats. He mentioned this to a neighbour, Mr Nicholson, who offered to make some inquiries. This led to contact with Mr D...
	After the call Mr Devani made contact with a Housing Trust which expressed an interest in purchasing the flats. A meeting was arranged between Mr Wells and the Trust at the flats and after this the Trust agreed to purchase the flats. Mr Wells informed...
	The County Court judge resolved the factual issues on what happened on the telephone call in favour of Mr Devani’s version of events.
	Grounds for refusal to pay commission

	The legal grounds upon which Mr Wells refused to pay the commission were that, even on Mr Devani’s account, the oral agreement was not sufficiently certain as to the event on which the commission would be payable to be binding, and that, by providing ...
	County Court

	The County Court judge held that there was no express agreement as to the precise event which would trigger the obligation to pay commission but that the law would imply a term that commission would be payable on completion that being the minimum nece...
	Court of Appeal

	The Court of Appeal allowed Mr Wells’ appeal by a majority holding that there was no contract to pay the commission. Lewison LJ held that the Judge had fallen into error by implying a term because this was a situation in which the parties had not agre...
	The Court agreed on the approach of the judge to the application of the statute and with the decision on its application although given the decision.
	Supreme Court

	The Supreme Court referred to the general principles relevant to the question whether there was a binding contract between Mr Wells and Mr Devani. This required a consideration of what was communicated between them and their conduct in order to determ...
	In this case the parties had agreed on the rate of commission for the agent and had acted on the agreement – the agent had found a purchaser and the vendor had entered into contracts to sell the properties. On the dealings between the parties and thei...
	This interpretation of the dealings meant that there was a term covering the trigger for payment on the dealings between the parties so that there was no need to imply a term as the Judge had done. The Supreme Court held that it would also have implie...
	The Court did not agree with the position reached by Lewison LJ in the Court of Appeal which was, in effect, that there was rule of law that a term could not be implied if a contract was not complete. It considered that each case had to be considered ...
	Comment

	The case involves the application of established principles on contract formation to the particular dealings between the parties. The outcome reflects the general reluctance of the courts to declare that there was no enforceable agreement where partie...
	The result in the Supreme Court emphasises the need to consider all the dealings between the parties including their conduct, in deciding whether there is a complete bargain on an objective reason, able interpretation of those dealings.7F  The comment...
	3. Interpretation and implied terms
	Previous reviews have charted the fluctuations in approach to the interpretation of contracts. Far too much ink has been spilt by lawyers and judges and too much money and time expended in exploring the apparent conflict between textual and contextual...
	There will always be difficult cases, often involving poorly drafted agreements, where the outer limits of the exercise outlined by Lord Hoffman in his statement of the modern principles of contract interpretation in ICS, may need to be considered and...
	Although the latest cases do not feature debate about the principles and the core of the objective approach to the interpretation exercise is largely the same across the common law world, the approach in New Zealand to what is potentially relevant evi...
	In the UK the recent cases underlining the fundamentals of the objective exercise of interpretation and reinstating the established approach to the different exercise of implying terms9F  into an agreement, allow a first instance judge deciding on the...
	New Zealand approach

	In New Zealand cases on interpretation now tend to include a short statement of basic principle referring to Firm PI and Vector as having authoritatively set out the law, before the Court embarks on the process of interpretation. While our courts have...
	On implied terms it is harder for our Courts to make a straightforward statement of the law applicable to the implication of a term because there remains uncertainty on the status of approach to the implication of terms put forward by Lord Hoffman in ...
	A cynic may sigh at this point and say that the “developments” of the law in interpretation and implication which have produced such discourse and debate and the end point reached show that there really is “nothing new under the sun” to borrow from th...
	The Malthouse Limited v Rangatira Limited
	Correcting wrong interpretation of a clear provision


	A recent example of the Court of Appeal correcting errors in interpretation by the lower courts is provided by The Malthouse Limited v Rangatira Limited.11F
	Facts

	The case concerned the interpretation of an investment agreement in which a private equity firm, Rangatira, agreed to invest in and provide management expertise to, Tuatara Brewing, a craft brewer, in exchange for a 35% shareholding. The founding shar...
	Under the agreement the price paid on settlement reflected the valuation made by the purchaser and it was agreed that a further sum would be paid if the earnings of the company supported the seller’s valuation before a specified date. The second event...
	The earnings of the company did not trigger the further payment by the required date. After this date the company was sold for a sum well in excess of the seller’s valuation. The question was whether the further sum was payable under the clause upon t...
	The contract provided for the two contingent events for the further payment as follows:
	9.1 EBITDA Hurdle:
	9.1.1 Contingent Subscription Price shall be payable to the Company in immediately available funds; and
	9.1.2 Contingent Purchase Price shall be payable to the Vendors in immediately available funds,
	Within seven (7) days of the Company, the Purchaser and the Vendor Representatives agreeing or it being determined pursuant to this clause 9, that the Company has met the EBITDA Hurdle, provided that the EBITDA Hurdle is met on or before the Contingen...
	…
	9.8 Exit event: If any Exit event occurs which actually or by implication values the Business or the Company at greater than $12,000,000, then the Contingent Payments shall become immediately due and payable.
	The sale of the brewery was an exit event under the agreement.
	The issue was did the second triggering event sale of the company at greater than $12 million have to take place before the sunset date which applied to the EBITDA trigger?
	High Court

	TML brought summary judgment proceedings claiming the further payment under the agreement on the basis that the sale triggered the payment. The Associate Judge concluded that there was “a serious question whether experienced commercial parties such as...
	In the subsequent High Court trial, TML’s claim for the further payment was dismissed on the basis that the clause relating to the exit event payment was only intended by the parties to apply if the sale occurred before the date applicable to the earn...
	Court of Appeal
	General principles


	At paras 18 to 24 of its judgment the Court of Appeal set out the law on contract interpretation by reference to the leading New Zealand cases. The Court stated that the law had been authoritatively established by Firm PI Ltd12F  and Vector.13F  The p...
	Negotiations

	After this summary, the Court reviewed the evidence at trial concerning the negotiations relied on by the trial judge. This evidence was concerned with the communications by the seller expressing the general concern that the earnings trigger for the a...
	The clause

	Having found that the judge was wrong in deriving any assistance from the evidence of the content of negotiations, the Court turned to the wording of the clause relating to the exit event of a sale of the company in the contract as whole. It found tha...
	Implied term

	On an argument for an implied term the Court applied the BP Refinery test in considering the argument to imply a term adding “in the time frame specified in cl 9.1” to cl 9.8. Where the Court had concluded that cl 9.8 applied with no time limit, the i...
	Comment

	This case reminds us of the focus of contract interpretation. In a negotiated commercial contract if the meaning is clear on a natural ordinary reading of the provisions it will generally be difficult to say that, on the relevant background, the meani...
	The case also highlights the general difficulty posed by considering pre-contract negotiations. The Court of Appeal refers to the broad approach to background under New Zealand law, and proceeds to consider the evidence from negotiations on the basis ...
	Weta Estate Limited v Savvy Vineyards – interpreting an option

	The Court of Appeal decision in Weta Estate Limited v Savvy Vineyards15F  is the latest instalment in a long running dispute between parties to contracts for the management of vineyards in Marlborough and for the supply of from the vineyards. This lit...
	Weta owns vineyards in Marlborough. Savvy has a contract to manage the vineyards and is party to a contract for the supply of grapes from the vineyards, with Weta. The grape supply contract was initially for a term ending on the tenth fruit producing ...
	2. SUPPLY OF GRAPES
	...
	2.2 The Grower hereby grants to the Buyer a right of first refusal to purchase the entire crop of Grapes grown on each of the Blocks. Such right of first refusal shall be deemed to be effective on the Commencement Date and to be repeated on each third...
	2.4 Should the Buyer wish to exercise its right of purchase pursuant to this Agreement it shall give written notice of that exercise in the manner hereinbefore specified at any time prior to the Commencement Date or such other date the right of first ...
	Savvy sought to exercise the option by serving a notice on 17 December 2014. Weta said that the option had lapsed because it had not been exercised by 1 May 2013.
	Earlier proceedings

	The battle started in 2010 when Weta gave notices terminating the agreements for management and supply. Some of the history is relevant to the arguments in the latest proceedings. The first termination notices led to Savvy bringing High Court proceedi...
	Latest dispute

	Savvy had not exercised its right of first refusal under the grape supply contract by giving notice before the Commencement date. Nor had it given notice prior to the extended date agreed with Weta for the third anniversary after the Commencement date...
	Interpretation of agreement

	The dispute raised a question of interpretation of the grape supply agreement. The history of the earlier proceedings produced range of further arguments which ultimately may have been something of a distraction. Savvy contended, in addition to its ar...
	High Court

	The High Court held for Savvy on the interpretation of the clause on the plain meaning of the option, and against Weta on the rectification claim. The Court rejected the estoppel defences. It also held that the wrongful repudiation by serving the noti...
	Court of Appeal

	The Court of Appeal upheld the High Court decision rejecting the various estoppel defences – there was no issue estoppel in the earlier injunction proceedings, no equitable estoppel as argued by Savvy on proper analysis of the facts. Nor was this a ca...
	On the central issue of the interpretation of the right of first refusal, the claim for rectification by Weta meant that, as in the Rangatira decision, the Courts had evidence of negotiations before them. That evidence, while adduced by Weta the party...
	Interpretation of the option

	The question was whether the option could be exercised by notice to be effective on the commencement date and on the first three year anniversary of that date, and lapsed if not exercised by then, or whether the option was available for exercise by no...
	In the High Court the judge held that the meaning of the option was plain and could be exercised on three occasions. The result of this was that the option had not lapsed when Savvy purported to exercise it. The Court of Appeal found that this interpr...
	In arriving at its interpretation of the clause the Court drew considerable support from the process by which the parties had amended a template document which provided for rolling rights of first refusal throughout the term of the agreement to cut do...
	Accordingly, the Court held that the option had lapsed.
	Leave to Appeal decision

	The Supreme Court has given leave to appeal16F  on two questions which it considered to be related. The first is the effect of the judgments in the earlier proceedings which declared that the contract had been terminated then reversed that determinati...
	It is unclear from the Supreme Court judgment on leave whether the exclusion of reference to pre-contract negotiations encompasses the consideration of the revision of the draft template. Although it can be difficult to distinguish between evidence of...
	Comment

	The Court of Appeal’s decision is an example of using the content of negotiations – amended draft agreements – to assist in interpretation of the contract. The approach led to the court giving emphasis to some provisions and reading down some of the w...
	Where the Courts declare that a contract has been terminated as a matter of law, and that decision is later reversed, for the period when the decision that the contract has been terminated stands, leaving aside any declaratory theories of the law, the...
	Interpretation – what is the current position?

	Some of the recent decisions and statements in the higher courts can be used to suggest that the exercise of interpretation is moving back to a much more textual even literalist approach, but it is important to bear in mind that the modern contextual ...
	The recent cases remind us that the modern approach should not be used to move away from the central exercise of interpreting the parties’ contract because in many cases that the language of that document will give the answer to a dispute. As Lord Hod...
	It would appear from the Supreme Court decision in Weta (and the summary of the current law by the Court of Appeal in Rangatira) that the Supreme Court will wait for an appropriate case to come before it to consider the questions which arise on the ad...
	4. Rectification
	In many disputes concerning the construction of a contract, an alternative plea for rectification is made. Such a plea does involve considering the intention of the parties in their contractual negotiations in order to determine whether the requiremen...
	Logically, the construction of the contract comes first because only if the contract cannot be construed to reflect the intention of the parties, does rectification need to be considered. Rectification is an equitable remedy under which the court may ...
	 That whether there was an antecedent agreement or not, the parties formed and continued to hold a corresponding intention on the point in question.
	 That the common intention continued to exist in the minds of both or all parties right up to the moment of execution of the formal instrument of which rectification is sought.
	 That while there need be no formal communication of the common intention by each party to the other or outward expression of accord, it must be objectively apparent for the words or actions of each party that each party held and continued to hold an...
	This formulation has been approved by the Court of Appeal.20F
	The policy behind rectification and the right approach

	The decision of the UK Court of Appeal in FSHC Group Holdings Limited v Glas Trust Corporation Limited21F  notes the position under New Zealand law set out above as part of its extensive judgment clarifying the correct test applicable to a claim for r...
	The point arose in the context of a claim for rectification of two deeds which a party to a complex commercial transaction had executed with a security agent for various lenders. The purpose of the deeds was to provide security which the party had pre...
	The High Court held that no-one involved in the transaction appreciated that the effect of the deeds was to impose further obligations and that both objectively and subjectively, on the evidence, the common intention of the parties was to execute docu...
	On appeal the findings of fact were not challenged. The Appellant relied on the objective approach to rectification put forward by Lord Hoffmann to submit that the Court was in as good a position as the judge to assess the evidence on an objective app...
	The Court of Appeal, after an extensive and very illuminating review of the authorities, reached the conclusion that the objective approach propounded by Lord Hoffmann was incorrect, and that the correct approach to a plea for rectification was to ide...
	The Court concluded that the policy for rectification in equity, whether for unilateral mistake or common mistake, was that parties who enter into contracts have to observe certain standards of good faith. Where a concluded antecedent agreement is not...
	rests on the equitable doctrine that a party will not be allowed to enforce the terms of a written contract, objectively ascertained when to do so is against conscience because it is inconsistent with what both parties in fact intended (and mutually u...
	This explained why rectification was treated differently from the interpretation of a contract and was concerned with subjective intentions (as determined after considering all the evidence relevant to those intentions) not just communications between...
	The Court held that the High Court judge had been plainly right to conclude that, on all the evidence, both parties intended the deeds to do no more than fill the gap in security and to order rectification to remove the obligations which the parties h...
	The New Zealand courts have referred to the statements of Lord Hoffmann in Chartbrook22F  but the statements in our Courts do not appear to treat rectification as an exercise in which the approach is objective. However, the review of the law carried o...
	Rectification not available in particular context

	An appeal concerning rectification orders was heard by the Supreme Court in Green Growth No 2 Limited v Queen Elizabeth the Second National Trust.23F  This case was concerned with a claim for rectification of a covenant where the orders for rectificat...
	5. Implying terms
	Again, the law relating to the implication of terms into a contract has been on a journey “there and back again” to borrow from J R R Tolkien. Unfortunately, the jury or rather New Zealand judges are still out on whether the approach to the implicatio...
	As outlined above, a decision setting out whether New Zealand law will follow the UK approach in re-asserting the importance of the old tests based on necessity may have to wait for the appropriate case but the sooner the better. Contract law, like al...
	Air New Zealand Limited v BP Oil Limited and Z Energy25F  – formation of contract and implied terms

	The claim brought by Air New Zealand against its fuel suppliers arising from the damage to the fuel supply pipeline to the airport illustrates the uncertainties which can arise in commercial dealings where important arrangements are operated on a fair...
	Facts

	In September 2017 the fuel pipe line from Marsden Point Refinery to Wiri was damaged, most probably by a digger which was being operated illegally without the consent of the pipe line owner. This resulted in disruption of supply of aviation jet fuel t...
	Air New Zealand Limited claimed under contracts which it said were formed by exchanges of email in 2016. Z Energy denies that the emails made up a contract for the supply of fuel, but said that they were agreements as to the price at which fuel would ...
	Issues

	The first issue was whether there was a contract for the supply of fuel. After considering the terms of the emails which agreed on price and the period of supply and the previous agreement and conduct of the parties from which the required volumes cou...
	The second issue was what terms should be implied into the contract. While the Court referred to the older authorities on the implication of terms which require business necessity, or obviousness and the more recent focus on the construction of the co...
	Applying the BP Refinery criteria, the Court had to decide whether there was an absolute obligation to supply as contended by Air New Zealand or an obligation to use reasonable endeavours to supply. The Court held that an obligation to use best endeav...
	The Court found that the agreements were not effective commercially without some term dealing with the obligation to supply – such a term was necessary to give the agreements business efficacy. The Court rejected an argument that a reasonable endeavou...
	On the evidence the Court held that Z Energy had done all it could to meet its reasonable endeavours obligation to supply Air New Zealand with fuel after the disruption.
	This meant that it was unnecessary for the Court to decide whether Z Energy’s contractual obligation to supply had been frustrated by the disruption to the pipeline. The referred to the recent decision in Planet Kids v Auckland Council27F  and held th...
	Comment

	This decision follows the orthodox position that a contract cannot be found by mixing express and implied terms – you need to find the contract first. But as in Devani (see above) the Court adopts a practical approach to examining the evidence for the...
	On the implication of terms, the Court applied the BP Refinery criteria on the basis that the New Zealand authorities, while recognising Belize, continued to recognise and apply them.
	Express and implied terms of good faith in contract, contractual discretions

	Generally, the modern law of contract which has been developed in the common law does not recognise a general principle of good faith of general application (although there are many who find the principle attractive). The reason for the approach is th...
	Commercial parties may, however, choose to provide expressly for obligations of good faith in their contracts. Whether obligation of good faith may be implied is heavily dependent on the context of the contract.
	A recent example of the consideration of the requirements for the implication of an obligation of good faith in a contract because of its relational nature is found in the English High Court decision in Bates v Post Office Limited.28F  The Court revie...
	Contractual discretions

	When commercial parties enter into contracts, they often spell out rights and obligations which will remain in effect for a long time into the future. They will be aware that their contracts are unlikely to provide for all eventualities, particularly ...
	Variations – no oral agreement clauses

	Lord Sumption’s judgment in MWB Business Exchange Centres Ltd v Rock Advertising Ltd29F  begins with a flourish:
	Modern litigation rarely raises truly fundamental issues in the law of contract. This case is exceptional. It raises two of them.
	The two points raised were the legal effectiveness of so-called “no oral modification” clauses which are often included in commercial agreements and the second whether an agreement whose only effect is to vary a contract by replacing an obligation to ...
	The dispute arose in the context of a licence to occupy business premises for 12 months. The licence contained the following clause:
	This Licence sets out all of the terms as agreed between MWB and Licensee. No other representations or terms shall apply or form part of this licence. All variations to the Licence must be agreed, set out in writing and signed on behalf of both partie...
	The licensee, Rock, got into arrears with payments under the licence. It contended that an agreement had been reached for the arrears to be spread out over the remainder of the licence with account taken of the interest cost. This was put into a sched...
	In the County Court the Judge held that an agreement to vary the licence had been reached and that it was supported by consideration because it had the practical advantage to MWB of providing for a better chance of being paid but that the variation wa...
	The Court of Appeal agreed that the variation was supported by consideration but also found that the oral agreement was effective on the basis that it was an agreement reached orally to vary the contract and dispense with clause the requirements of th...
	The judgment starts with the reasons given for the ineffectiveness of such clauses – namely that parties can make a contract orally and this means that they must be free to agree orally to dispense with requirements under a contract that a variation b...
	Those who make a contract may unmake it. The clause which forbids a change may be changed like any other. The prohibition of oral waiver may itself be waived.
	The judgment notes that, while the position was partially changed in the US by the Uniform Commercial Code, there is a longstanding line of authority in line with the rule expressed by Cardozo J in the US, and that the rules has been applied in Austra...
	The material parts of the judgment are short and to the point. Lord Sumption could see no good reason why the parties’ agreement as to the form of a variation should not be upheld by the court if one of the parties sought to rely on it. There were goo...
	The judgment leaves open the possibility that a person can be estopped from relying on the contractual provision requiring that any variation has to be agreed in a particular form to be valid. An estoppel would require clear words or conduct that a va...
	Four of their Lordships agreed with the judgment of Lord Sumption. Lord Briggs agreed with the result but favoured a more cautious approach. He was not able to surmount the conceptual problem arising from the freedom to unmake a bargain and to do that...
	All members of the Court agreed that this was not the case to reconsider the rule in Foakes v Beer.32F  The Court of Appeal had concluded that there was consideration in the sense of a practical benefit as decided in Williams v Roffey Bros33F  as oppo...
	Comment

	The approach taken by the UK Supreme Court is the result of a concern for certainty in negotiated commercial contracts. Lord Sumption finds some support for the position reached in the enforcement of entire agreement clauses in the UK. Whether the New...
	6. Misrepresentation
	Introduction

	At common law and in equity misrepresentation and mistake afforded defences by which a party could claim that a contract, which was apparently enforceable and effective on its face, was void or voidable. As with other vitiating factors like fraud, ill...
	The substantive law of misrepresentation was codified in the Contractual Remedies Act 1979 and the provisions are now in the Contract and Commercial Law Act 2017 (ss 33-50 CCLA). Where a party establishes that it has been induced to enter into a contr...
	In addition the provisions of the Fair Trading Act, in particular, which provide for remedies for misleading and deceptive conduct in trade, will be applicable to statements and conduct where a party acts in trade, and the Credit Contracts and Consume...
	The result is that the common law contractual position, and its statutory contractually based codification, has a statutory overlay which can be relevant where claims for misrepresentations and misleading statements are brought. This can make for more...
	While clauses preventing inquiry into misrepresentation or collateral undertaking claims can be reviewed for fairness and reasonableness, New Zealand has no general unfair contract terms legislation which can be relied on by parties to a contract to s...
	In the period covered by this review there have been a number of cases involving claims for misrepresentation and misleading and deceptive conduct, and the effect of clauses in the contracts entered into on the claims. Several have considered whether ...
	Section 50 provides as follows:
	50 Statement, promise, or undertaking during negotiations
	(1) This section applies if a contract, or any other document, contains a provision purporting to prevent a court from inquiring into or determining the question of—
	(a) whether a statement, promise, or undertaking was made or given, either in words or by conduct, in connection with or in the course of negotiations leading to the making of the contract; or
	(b) whether, if it was so made or given, it constituted a representation or a term of the contract; or
	(c) whether, if it was a representation, it was relied on.
	(2) The court is not, in any proceeding in relation to the contract, prevented by the provision from inquiring into and determining any question referred to in subsection (1) unless the court considers that it is fair and reasonable that the provision...
	(3) The matters are all the circumstances of the case, including—
	(a) the subject matter and value of the transaction; and
	(b) the respective bargaining strengths of the parties; and
	(c) whether any party was represented or advised by a lawyer at the time of the negotiations or at any other relevant time.
	The interest swap cases

	Two recent cases arising from the sale of financial products known as interest rate swaps by the ANZ bank provide good examples of the kind of issues which can arise in this area.
	Background

	From about 2005 the ANZ sold interest rate swaps as a method of structuring borrowing to farmers. Interest swaps are, broadly, contracts (derivatives which can be traded) under which a borrower enters into an agreement to pay a fixed interest rate on ...
	If floating rates fall a long way, the borrower has to pay the higher swap rates and the break fees on swaps are high – higher and differently assessed to those payable on a fixed term loan. In addition, the lender can review the margin payment under ...
	Sale of products – Commerce Commission

	In general terms, the claims arose from the way the interest rate swap product had been sold to the customers. Several customers participated in an investigation by the Commerce Commission into the selling of the swap products. The complaints were bro...
	In settlement with the Commission ANZ agreed to pay $18.5 million across all parties. The parties which brought claims in the High Court did not accept the settlements proposed.
	Bank’s terms and conditions

	In each case the parties had entered into contracts on standard terms and conditions for the loan and swap contracts. The customers were bound to terms and conditions as regards the swaps which included an independent advice clause providing that the ...
	Cygnet Farms

	In the first case in the High Court Cygnet Farms Ltd v ANZ Bank New Zealand Ltd (No 2) the High Court dismissed the claims brought by the customer – the purchasers of a dairy farm. In 2007, Cygnet Farms Ltd entered into an agreement with the National ...
	The key findings of fact in respect of representations made by the Bank were that:
	a) The Bank represented to Cygnet that swaps were like a fixed rate loan but with upside and flexibility. This was not correct – the downsides, which related to the credit margin, the credit limit and break fees, were not disclosed.
	b) The Bank represented that an interest rate swap was a suitable product for Cygnet when it was not.
	c) The Bank represented to Cygnet that the Bank would provide significant service and help that other banks did not offer. The service, help and advice was represented to relate to managing the risks and opportunities of Cygnet’s swaps and would be pr...
	d) The Bank represented to Cygnet that the swaps should be entered into before settlement of the dairy farm to take advantage of the interest rates available. This was not an unreasonable statement in the circumstances.
	On the facts the Court held that the Bank had breached its duties of care in negligence and made misrepresentations under the CRA and/or acted in breach of the FTA.
	However, the claims failed on the law. While the contract clauses precluding liability for representations could be considered under s 50, the general exclusion of liability in contract under cl 10.1 applied to Cygnet’s claim that the Bank made pre-co...
	Palmer J held that the wording of cl 10.1 of the Terms and Conditions attached to the agreement which stated that “[t]o the maximum extent permissible by law, the Bank will not be liable for the Customer’s loss in any circumstances,” was effective in ...
	The Fair Trading Act claim was time-barred. While the Court held that the contract did not negative a duty of care in tort and a claim for negligence and negligent statement was established on the facts as a result of the misrepresentations, because t...
	Bushline Trustees Ltd v ANZ Bank New Zealand Ltd

	The second case, Bushline Trustees Ltd v ANZ Bank New Zealand Ltd, again involved dairy farm owners agreeing to structure their lending with interest rate swaps and a floating rate loan. There were some factual differences which gave rise to different...
	In the High Court the claims were dismissed but the Court of Appeal imposed liability on the Bank for misrepresentation and breach of undertaking. The Bank has been granted leave to appeal by the Supreme Court on the question whether the Court of Appe...
	Factual summary

	In Bushline the farmers owned several dairy farms and had been customers of the Bank for many years. Between 2005 and 2008 they had hedged their interest rates on floating rate loans by entering into interest swap agreements on the Bank’s standard ter...
	As in Cygnet, in order to hedge the risk on the floating interest rates Bushline entered into interest swap contracts for the value of the loan. At the time of the refinancing in 2008 there were discussions between the parties. Bushline was also in ne...
	Further representations were also alleged by Bushline – the Bank had represented that the swaps operated like fixed term loan rates but with greater flexibility, as the swaps could be managed so that the cost of finance would not be worse than the fix...
	Bushline refused the settlement offer from ANZ which resulted from the Commerce Commission enquiry of $155,000 and brought proceedings alleging misrepresentation, breach of contract, negligence, breaches of CCFA and of the FTA. Bushline claimed that a...
	High Court

	In the High Court, all Bushline’s claims were dismissed. The judge held that there was no agreement for the margin on the floating loan to be kept at 0.7% for the five year duration of the loan but, on the facts, at the time of the negotiation the pro...
	The judge held that the effect of the contract clauses and the involvement of two advisers on behalf of Bushline negatived any duty of care in tort. There could be no claim for breach of undertaking in relation to the margin on the facts and because t...
	Court of Appeal

	The Court of Appeal allowed the appeal and remitted the case to the High Court for damages to be assessed. It focussed on the claims based on misrepresentation and collateral undertakings – the contract clauses. The Court observed that the hearing in ...
	ANZ accepted that it had misrepresented the nature of the swap contract. ANZ also accepted that it had undertaken to provide ongoing advice and management in relation to the swap transactions. The Court of Appeal held that ANZ had breached this undert...
	As noted above, the refinancing loan consolidating the debt and the swap agreements were on standard terms and conditions which precluded reliance by the borrower on statements or advice about the loan and swap transaction, that the borrower had asses...
	Bushline relied on four of the Contractual Remedies Act 1979 (now s 50 of the CCLA) in response to the clauses.
	Fair and reasonable assessment

	The Court of Appeal held that it was not fair and reasonable for ANZ to rely on the contract clauses to prevent liability for the misrepresentations and breaches of undertakings. The reason for this was that the arrangements were sophisticated, there ...
	Comment

	As often occurs in cases alleging misrepresentation the various claims made were complicated and the Court of Appeal was correct to see this case as involving liability in contract for pre-contract representations or undertakings. In contract two ques...
	It will be interesting to see what the Supreme Court makes of this case. As the High Court judgment in Cygnet suggests, to an extent the case raises the tension between contractual certainty and the fairness and reasonableness of contractual provision...
	On a wider perspective, exclusion clauses of the kind in the Bank’s terms are commonplace and if they are generally effective, that would lend some support for the adoption of broader unfair contract terms regime allowing parties to a contract to clai...
	Fair Trading Act 1986 – s 46H to 46M – unfair contract terms regime

	The previous review outlined the amendments to the FTA which allow the Commerce Commission to apply to the District or High Court for declarations that a contract provision in a standard form consumer contract is unfair. It also summarised the outcome...
	Since the last review the High Court has in Commerce Commission v Home Direct Limited43F  made the first declaration under the FTA provisions that terms in a standard form consumer contract were unfair and must not be included in a standard form contr...
	The Government has indicated that it intends to introduce further statutory protection against unfair terms and unconscionable conduct. The intention is to introduce amendments to the FTA which will contain a general prohibition on unconscionable cond...
	7. The law of penalties
	Earlier reviews have charted the recent development of the common law in relation to the law of penalties. Those changes show how the chance of litigation in a particular area can lead to changes in the common law. The decisions show how our common la...
	The line of decisions started with the decision in Andrews in Australia which broadened the possible application of the penalty rule to other contractual clauses which imposed obligations not consequent upon breach. That development had not found favo...
	The subsequent Paciocco decision in Australia reflects the same broader approach to the question whether a clause imposes an unenforceable penalty with more emphasis on considering whether the clause which was said to be penal served only as a punishm...
	The previous review summarised the New Zealand High Court decision in 127 Hobson Street Limited v Honey Bees Preschool Limited and the Court of Appeal has dismissed the landlords appeal.44F  In this case a landlord and tenant entered into a deed which...
	Court of Appeal

	The Court of Appeal referred to its decision in Wilaci v Torchlight in which it had held that a clause in a loan agreement was not penal as a matter of NSW law (reversing the High Court decision). In Wilaci the Court of Appeal had referred to the chan...
	The Court also referred to another “intimately associated” test (as set out in the Australian decisions) – whether the main aim of the clause imposing a secondary obligation on breach was to punish the party in breach rather than to protect the legiti...
	On the clause in the deed and the relevant context, the Court of Appeal held that the indemnity did not provide, on its true construction, for payment by the landlord to the tenant for the period of the initial lease and renewals, only for the period ...
	Penalty value

	On the question whether the indemnity was penal, the Court noted that the burden lay on the landlord to establish that the indemnity under the deed was out of all proportion to the legitimate interest which it had in performance of the obligation to c...
	The Court held that the landlord had failed to establish that the indemnity deed imposed an obligation which was penal and unenforceable.
	Comment

	The approach of the Court adopts the approach in the leading judgments in the UK Supreme Court in Cavendish. The reformulation of the law of penalties in that Court is underpinned by a strong belief that the common law rule has not weathered well, sho...
	The Supreme Court gave leave on the question whether the Court of Appeal was right to conclude that the indemnity did not infringe the prohibition against penalties. The appeal has been heard and a judgment is awaited.
	The route to the current position in New Zealand law exemplifies how the accidents of litigation in common law courts around the world shape the common law. The path has been a little strange with the Court of Appeal adopting the approach in Cavendish...
	New Zealand law will benefit from a clear statement from the Supreme Court on the law of penalties after a review of the common law authorities in New Zealand and overseas and consideration of the policy reasons which support the change to a broader t...
	One area of continuing uncertainty under the common law developments lies in whether the penalty doctrine is available in relation to contract provisions which apply where there has been no breach of contract. The law in New Zealand has been that the ...
	8. Damages
	Over the past ten years this review has featured decisions such as The Golden Victory, The Achilleas and others which reflect the difficulty of applying the common law principles relating to the recovery and assessment of damages for breach of contrac...
	The central aim of an award of damages in contract was established in the early common law cases. In Robinson v Harman Parke B expressed the already established principle:
	The rule of the common law is, that, where a party sustains loss by reason of a breach of contract, he is, as far as money can do it, to be placed in the same situation with respect to damages as if the contract had been performed.
	This has been described as the general guiding principle for the exercise of valuing the contract performance which the innocent party has lost in order to arrive at the damages payable for breach of contract. It has been referred to in all the diffic...
	Some of those difficult cases have arisen where events after a breach of contract are said to show that the value of contractual performance would have been lost or reduced even without the breach. Two such cases in the UK Supreme Court were The Golde...
	Classic Maritime Inc v Limbungan Makmur SDN BHD – breach of COA – nominal or significant damages?

	In the English Court of Appeal decision in Classic Maritime Inc v Limbungan Makmur SDN BHD46F  the Court again had to consider the assessment of damages for a breach of contract in circumstances where the party in breach submitted relying on the reaso...
	Catastrophic flooding caused by a dam bursting stopped production at an iron ore mine in Brazil. This meant that a charterer, Limbungan, was not able to obtain iron ore for shipment.
	Limbungan, had a long-term contract of affreightment with Classic, the owner. The charterer said that it was not in a position to make shipments of iron ore by reason of the production stoppage. The owner claimed damages in the UK Commercial Court for...
	As is fairly common the COA contained a clause which provided as follows:
	Exceptions – neither the vessel, her master or owners, nor the charterers, shippers or receivers shall be responsible for loss of or damage to, or failure to supply, load, discharge or deliver the cargo resulting from: Act of God….floods…accidents at ...
	High Court

	The High Court found on the facts, in summary, that the dam burst made it impossible for the charterer to perform the COA by providing cargoes for the five shipments. Even if the dam burst had not occurred the charterer would not have been able to pro...
	The charterers claimed that the clause gave them a defence to the Owners claim because the accident at the mine had caused it not to be able to supply cargo. In response the Owner contended that the Charterer could not rely on the clause because it wo...
	The High Court held that, on the construction of the clause, the charterer had to show that it was ready willing and able to perform before the advent of the event which was said to prevent performance in order to rely on the clause (and could not do ...
	The Court held, however, that Owners were only entitled to nominal damages because the evidence showed that, if the charterers had been ready willing and able to perform the value of the lost contractual performance would have been reduced to nothing ...
	Court of Appeal

	The Charterer appealed on the proper operation and interpretation of cl 32 and the Owner appealed on the damages issue saying that the argument for the Charterer on damages involved sleight of hand in finding that a party which was not ready and willi...
	Construction point

	The Court of Appeal rejected the argument on construction put forward by the Charterer which was that the clause, on its proper construction, operated as a contractual frustration clause and did not require a party to prove that it was actually able t...
	Damages

	On the question of damages, the High Court reversed the finding that the Owners were only entitled to nominal damages. The Court did not accept that the reasoning in The Golden Victory and Bunge v Nidera was applicable to a case which did not involve ...
	Comment

	The charterers have applied for permission to appeal to the Supreme Court. It will be interesting to see if leave is granted. I think that this decision is correct on its approach to assessing compensation for breach of contract because in a case of a...
	One Step (Support) Ltd v Garnier – limiting negotiation damages on principle

	The Court of Appeal decision in Classic Maritime refers to a recent consideration of the approach to the compensation principle by the UK Supreme Court in One Step (Support) Ltd v Morris-Garner.47F  In this case the Court held that the award of damage...
	In One Step the parties had entered into a contract for the sale of shares in a business under which one party agreed not to compete with the other after the sale. One party broke the agreement by establishing a competing business which caused loss an...
	Supreme Court

	The Supreme Court judgment given by Lord Reed reviewed the strands of cases in which so called Wrotham Park damages or “user” damages or “negotiation damages” had been awarded. The judgment provides a full summary of the development of this measure of...
	The Court concluded by saying that, while there are circumstances where it is appropriate to measure the plaintiff’s loss of the use of a valuable asset or right as a result of a breach of an agreement (under a restrictive covenant, intellectual prope...
	Result

	Applying the principles stated to the case, the Court concluded that the Courts below had taken the wrong approach to the assessment of damages for the breach of the contract. They had fallen into error in several ways – treating the negotiation damag...
	Where the case concerned a claim for breach of a commercial contract, the substance of the plaintiff’s case was that it suffered financial loss as a result of the breach because the breach exposed the plaintiff’s business to competition which it would...
	Lord Sumption gave a dissenting speech in which he saw the notional release fee as an evidential technique which may be used for estimating the claimant’s loss. He saw the fact that the claimant was seeking compensation for unlawful competition which ...
	Comment

	This decision sees the UK Supreme Court emphasising the important basic principles which govern the assessment of contract damages in clear terms. The Court appears particularly intent on underlining that contract damages have a clear aim and focus – ...
	New Zealand cases have adopted the release fee approach in some cases, and our courts might perhaps be more receptive to a more flexible approach to remedy which treats this measure as a possible option outside the limited cases where it applies on th...
	To a degree the decisions of the Court in The Golden Victory and Bunge v Nidera which were not applied in Limbungan can be seen as making for greater uncertainty in assessing damages. Lord Bingham, who commenced his leading speech for the minority in ...
	9. Looking to the future – digitisation – forming and interpreting smart contracts
	The increase in digitisation of commercial processes and transactions would have been hard to predict even 10 years ago and applying established legal concepts and principles to the new technology can be difficult. Some decisions involving the legal s...
	10. Concluding comments
	The period of the review has seen a number of interesting decisions applying the common and statutory law of contract. Some reflect the tension between objective certainty in contract and the requirements of fairness and reasonableness and/or outcomes...
	Whether your work involves drafting contracts or resolving disputes about them or both, I hope that this review provides you with assistance.
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